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In this seminal work, Steiner lays out practical means of attaining metaphysical knowledge and

mystical experience. "There slumber in every human being faculties by means of which he can

acquire for himself a knowledge of higher worlds. Mystics, Gnostics, Theosophists Ã¢â‚¬â€• all

speak of a world of soul and spirit which for them is just as real as the world we see with our

physical eyes and touch with our physical hands. At every moment the listener may say to himself:

that, of which they speak, I too can learn, if I develop within myself certain powers which today still

slumber within me. There remains only one question Ã¢â‚¬â€• how to set to work to develop such

faculties."
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An extraordinary and invaluable offering, pathway and challenge to any person interested in

personal growth and the higher reaches of the mind. I thought I was familiar with this work of

Steiner's, but through the spoken - rather than the written word, a new level of undersanding

opened, even as the mystery of mind deepened, awesome and disturbing as well as challenging.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This recording of Rudolf Steiner's classic spiritual work will be invaluable, not only to those

approaching spiritual science for the first time, but also to those who may have read this book many

times. An intimacy comes through hearing that is unavailable to the reading eye. I found myself

hearing nuances, understanding more clearly, remembering far more than after reading. Turning on



this recording daily on the way to work in the car would surely result in a calmer, more centered day

than listening to mindless talk shows or even music. What a wonderful way for spiritual practice to

enter into daily living! -- Robert Sardello, author of Love and the Soul and Facing the World with

Soul --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

A classic from one of the most important philosopher/scientist/economist/spiritual guides of our time

this is truly foundational and essential for any authentic progress!

I found a lot of personal support in this book during a trying time. I do not agree with his

interpretation of the guardian of the threshold, and believe that he has largely burrowed from other

sources. Everyone's battle with this nemesis is hard fought and is as heavy as your personal

strengths are. The more you triumph, the more it lures and haunts. Then again, this may be exactly

what he means... All except for that, I found every bit useful, engaging and supportive.

It is very provoking and stirs the spirit to new dimension. There is a bigger responsibility to

enlightenment than first thought.

This is a classic read, many many jewels in this treasure learned about Steiner from the Adept Dion

Fortune and although I don't agree with some of both of their personal views on alot more particular

race(people of there time) I can appreciate the higher knowledge that is universal for all.

This is a great book that presents a clear, concise, and safe spiritual path. Anyone who truly walks

the path laid out in this book will find themselves growing spiritually in a grounded, and well

centered way. It is also a great place to start for anyone getting into Anthroposophy (spiritual

science), and the works of Rudolf Steiner.

Classic.

Very enlightening material, love the author 's insight on spirituality.
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